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Defining a language 2 / 19

§ Language = syntax + semantics
§ Syntax

§ we have tools to describe syntax without any interpretation:
ñ formal grammars
§ writing programs which recognize syntactically correct programs
ñ compilers

§ Semantics
§ what happens when executing
§ two languages can have the same syntax but different semantics
§ interpretation
§ set of rules, transformations and constraints attached to syntax

Note: reasoning and deduction are a purely syntactical process
(ñ useful for automation. . . )



Defining a language (teaser of Éric’s lecture) 3 / 19

§ Formal definitions
§ language, alphabet, symbols, terms, . . .
§ focus of CS on finitely generated languages

§ formal language theory (study and classification of languages)
[ALSU06, HMU06]
§ focus on how to define languages and (efficiently) recognize terms

see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_language

§ . . . and many other interesting language-related things
ñ Do not miss Éric Cousin’s lecture! It is mandatory to
understand how we work with languages and compilation in CS

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_language


Defining a syntax (another teaser of Éric’s lecture) 4 / 19

§ A syntax? Two syntaxes: a concrete one and an abstract one
§ Concrete syntax

§ defined by a grammar, using BNF/EBNF
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backus-Naur_Form

§ focus on interaction with the user
§ must be readable, efficient, . . .
§ must solve the ambiguities, priorities, associativity, . . .

see http://www.infoq.com/presentations/Language-Design

§ Abstract syntax
§ the essential content of a sentence
§ aimed at being used by any tool manipulating terms
§ defined by a signature (using eventually a BNF/EBNF grammar)

§ a signature is a set of constructors, usually denoted by Σ

§ Understanding syntaxes is necessary to build a compiler

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backus-Naur_Form
http://www.infoq.com/presentations/Language-Design


Syntax and semantics 5 / 19

We talked a lot about syntax, few about semantics.
Where is the semantics?
§ in your mind first (we are interpreters)
§ in the set of rules, transformations, constraints that we attach

to a syntax (ex. ` is associative and commutative)
§ in mappings we make to a well known world with its own

syntax and semantics (ex. mathematics)



Giving meaning 6 / 19

§ There is mainly three ways of defining the semantics of a term
1. Axiomatic semantics: some logical assertions states properties of

terms
2. Denotational semantics: each term is mapped to an object of a

known space
3. Operational semantics: how computation behaves (the sequence

of states)

§ Not the only ones
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics_(computer_science)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics_(computer_science)


Axiomatic semantics 7 / 19

§ Defined by systems of equations describing the effect of each
syntactic construction to logical assertions

§ Gives a macroscopic vision of the meaning (generally partial)
§ Used to study properties of: consistency, completeness,

compositionality, . . .
§ The most well-known, Hoare triple1

§ tPreuTtPostu means if Pre is true before the execution of T and
T terminates then Post is true after its execution

see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic

1see Yannis Haralambous’ lecture, in the logics part of Languages & Logics

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic


Denotational semantics 8 / 19

§ Defined by a projection in a (known) mathematical space (sets,
universal algebra, domain, category, . . . )

§ Gives an abstract vision of the meaning
§ Used to study meta-theory: equivalence of terms, fixed-point

theory, . . .
§ Often given by a projection called an interpretation and

denoted J.K or Ip.q
§ Often requires compositionality, the meaning of a term is the

composition of the meaning of its subterms
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denotational_semantics

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denotational_semantics


Operational semantics 9 / 19

§ Each term either reduce to another (smaller) term or is a value
§ Defined by computation rules (rewriting)
§ Can be small-step or big-step
§ Gives a microscopic vision of the meaning
§ Used to study properties of: termination, non-determinism, . . .
§ The one we will use
§ More precisely, we will use transitions systems (a.k.a.

reduction)
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_semantics

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_semantics


Some additional vocabulary and remarks 10 / 19

Do you know those words? Do you know they meaning?
§ verification, validation
§ term, metaterm
§ variable, metavariable
§ transition system



Verification and validation (V&V) 11 / 19

An interpretation. . .
Verification checking that the rules of the formal systems are

properly used. Internal to a model, a description
system and its use.

Validation comparing two (2) models to check that the one to
be validated gives the same answer that the one of
reference.



Terms as trees 12 / 19

§ Terms are trees where each constructor is a node and each of
its direct sub-terms is a child

ˆ
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`
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1 3

¨
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Naming 13 / 19

§ We use names to
§ represent a set of terms: metavariable; cpM1,M2q, E1 ˆ p3` E2q

§ represent an unknown part of a term: variable; cpxq, x ˆ y
§ Metavariables are not part of the syntax and are only used

inside metaterms
§ a metaterm is a set of terms
§ useful to manipulate or to describe properties of sets of terms

§ Variables are part of the term
§ syntax must be extended (see next slide)
§ a variable may occur several times within a term
§ the meaning of a variable is given by replacing all its occurrences

by a term
§ a term T containing x can be viewed as a function from term to

term



Variables 14 / 19

§ Terms may also contain variables from a denumerable set X
§ we suppose ΣX X “ H and the arity of variables is 0

§ TΣYX is denoted TΣrX s
§ A term without variable is a ground term (or closed term)
§ Variables are leafs (as nullary constructors)

ˆ

`

2 ˆ

x y

x

§ The meaning of a variable is given by substitutions



Transition system 15 / 19

A transitions system is a pair pS,Ñq of a set S (of states) and a
binary relation Ñ of S (Ñ ĂS ˆ S).

A pair pp, qq of Ñ is noted infix p Ñ q and we speak of a
transition from state p to state q.

programs Ø transition systems



More terminology 16 / 19

This introduction could have much more vocabulary. Some will
(should) be in the next lectures
§ normal term, normal form
§ trace, reduction sequence
§ (non-)determinism
§ strong normalization
§ weakly normalizing
§ confluence
§ reflexive transitive closure
§ . . .
But we are humans. . . If you hear (read) strange (unknown)
words which are not defined during the lectures, please tell us.
Lecture notes containing formal definitions are available on the
Moodle page.



Conclusion 17 / 19

§ an introduction to motivate the UE
§ now, you should understand why there is a lecture combining

language and logic
§ few intuitions before more formal lectures and definitions
§ don’t be scary: there are also practical and concrete parts

(programming!) to show you that it is useful



What’s next? 18 / 19

§ λ-calculus, introduction to functional programming, compilation
and typing (OCaml language) (Fabien Dagnat and J.-C. Bach)

§ Regular expressions, automata, formal grammars, (Éric
Cousin)

§ Variation about logics, (Yannis Haralambous)

B Important note: if you do not understand something or if you
disagree with us, please say it and ask your questions. We won’t
bite you, and we follow Crocker’s rules2.
We cannot answer the questions you do not ask. . .

2http://sl4.org/crocker.html

http://sl4.org/crocker.html
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